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About This Game

Saira is a puzzle platformer with non-linear gameplay and a whole universe for you to explore. The game is heavily influenced
by classic puzzle adventure games and uses a new unique graphical style combining high resolution photography into a lush and

mysterious world.
The eponymous Saira is a photographer who specializes in digitally capturing dangerous places and animals across the universe.
For reasons unknown, she finds herself as the only remaining person in the entire galaxy. Saira has no weapons, she will use only

her mind and agility to progress through seven star systems and over 60 well-crafted puzzles. Over two hours of originally-
scored music will help her maintain focus and unlock one of six vastly unique endings.

Over 60 well-crafted puzzels.

A universe full of surprising creatures and locations for you to explore.

11 layers of high definition parallax scrolling and a two hour soundtrack gives the universe of Saira it's unique
atmosphere.

Non-linear gameplay

Multiple endings
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This game is surprisingly fun. Within 30 minutes of gameplay, I found myself with a good number of planets to explore, each
with a very unique feel, including Saira's outfit. The scenary is really smooth and the mostly-friendly creatures (so far) make
planets feel like places, not "levels" If only I didn't get so mad from platform pit-death!. Saira is a large and non-linear
adventure platformer that has you exploring planets and flying to other galaxies with your space ship, solving puzzles and
collecting the parts you need to return home. The visuals have a nice style to them and the soundtrack is quite peaceful. If you
enjoy games like Knytt Stories (same developer) then definitely check this out.. That game is epic!!
It's has all of i like it!!!
Yo can travel to space an exploire new planets
Have al lot of puzles!!!!!. Very good platformer game. Have you ever played Knytt Stories? Maybe even Within a Deep Forest?
Yes or no, they're all games made by Nifflas... Just as this one is the same. What Nifflas loves to do the most is make
exploration games, and this is an exploration game. Explore the multiple worlds, solving mysteries and the like. Totally worth at
least watching on YouTube.. It's kinda like if you mixed Metroid with Myst. I like it.. One of the best free games in all of Steam
right now.

Unique post-apocalyptic puzzle-platformer with emphasis on both puzzles and platforming. At first I thought the game would be
mostly puzzle-based, only to find some challenging platforming areas later on. The controls felt a little weird or stiff at first, and
yet they must be mastered to progress through certain zones. One definite strength of the game is its sfx/music and overall
atmosphere, which combine with a decent story to make a pretty engrossing experience.

Overall, definitely worth a shot. You can't argue with the price!. Platform puzzle space adventure at its best. And then there is
some cool space cruising music.
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Pretty difficult Puzzle Indie Platformer game. This product has a long storyline which is great if you actually know what's going
on.

7/10. Do you remember games like Knytt, Deep Within A Forest and the like fondly?
If so, get this.

I actually came back to this page to scout how much it costs as a christmas gift to a friend of mine, and found out they changed
it to be a free game. Seriously, try it!. 8/10
Olen sairas.. This game is absolutely wonderful! It's got great controls, a simple yet elegant art style, and a soothing and
appropriate soundtrack. It's got great puzzles and while I'm sad to learn it's not very long, I'm enjoying every step along the way.
Ten stolen cheese wheels out of ten!. Many puzzlers have varying degrees of "♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t". A few recent exceptions come to
mind, but not many. Saira is one of those exceptions.

While it never becomes too hard, the puzzles are unique, technically interesting, and fair. It is a rare 4-5 hour puzzler that I
completed in a single sitdown.

I give it a rating of "Peppered Beef Jerkey"
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